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ABSTRACT

The quark flavour sector plays a crucial rôle in searches for a new physics beyond standard model as well as for
understanding the details of it if observed. We review the flavour structure of the standard model with emphasis

on neutral meson mixing and CP violation. On example of kaons we explain the basic concepts as well as the
idea of accessing yet unobserved physics from precision low energy measurements. Then we turn attention to the

testing of standard model with Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism for CP violation. Finally we discuss ideas
behind main measurements sensitive to physics beyond standard model including main experimental techniques

necessary for such measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The current experimental results of the particle physics can be described by the single theory, so-called standard
model. Parameters of the standard model are three coupling constants which give strength of interactions, two
Higgs parameters related to the spontaneous symmetry breaking, and 12 fermion masses (6 for quarks and 6 for
leptons) along with 4 quark mixing parameters and 4 lepton mixing parameters. The field of flavour physics is
defined by the parameters giving quark masses and mixing parameters.

In this short write-up we briefly summarize main points of the lectures on quark flavour physics with aim
to provide a good summary of references for further study of presented ideas. The lectures are split into three
parts. The first one is dealing with kaon physics and building standard model. The second one explains how
the confidence in the standard model was built while last part is discussing searches for a breakdown of the
standard model and thus observation of a new physics. All three parts should be useful to any particle physicist
to understand modern flavour physics measurements. While the last part is probably not too important for non-
particle physicists, first part on kaon physics still provides useful material, which opens up basic understanding
of modern flavour physics.

KAON PHYSICS AND BUILDING OF STANDARD MODEL

Historically kaon physics played a crucial role during buildup of the flavour structure of the standard model.
It provided all necessary information to arrive to the existing theory of flavour transitions. The field started by
discovery of K0 and K+ in 1947 [1]. From the discovery it was apparent that those new particles are produced
by the strong interaction while they decays are mediated by weak interactions. Skipping history of introducing
strangeness quantum number and arrival to three quarks (down, up, strange) which can be found for instance in
Ref. [2] we continue at point of introducing decays of kaons into the theory. The main observed decays modes
were

K+→ µ+νµ, K+→ π0e+νe, K0→ π+π−, K0→ π0π0. (1)

As the K+ is composed of s and u and the K0 of d and s it is easy to find out that on the quark level we need
transition s → u in order to allow those decays. In the same time as lifetime of the kaons is rather long, the
transition behind their decay has to be relatively weak. Elegant way of achieving this goal in theory was proposed
by N. Cabibbo in paper from 1963 [3]. Here he postulated two ideas, universality of weak interactions and mixing
between different quarks. The mixing effectively means that while the strong interaction works with d and s, the
weak interaction couples to a weak doublet defined as

(
u

d′

)
=

(
u

d cos(θC) + s sin(θC)

)
(2)

where θC is mixing angle also known as Cabibbo angle. This mixing angle has to be determined experimentally and
originally ratio of rates between K+→ µ+νµ and π+→ µ+νµ was used for this purpose. One of the nice features of
this proposal was that it helped to resolve discrepancy in Fermi constant of weak interaction as determined in µ−

and nuclear β decays. The quark mixing in this case gives amplitude which is proportional to cos(θC) while muon
decay amplitude remains unmodified. While the quark mixing introduced by Cabibbo successfully solved some
of questions of the time, it also introduced new issue in the theory, which had to be fixed. Issue arises from the
fact that if W+ couples to u with d’, than also Z0 could couple to d’d’. In terms of original quarks, this coupling
translates to

uu + dd cos2 θC + ss sin2 θC + (sd + sd) sin θC cos θC (3)

which would allow flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) decays like K+→ π+e+e− at the tree level. But such
decays are not observed experimentally and from the experiment itself it was known that

Γ(K+→ π+e+e−)

Γ(K+→ π0e+νe)
< 10−5. (4)
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Thus we need some way to suppress FCNC decays. In 1970, Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani proposed a solution
to this issue by introducing fourth quark [4] and forming a second doublet taking place in weak interaction. This
doublet has form (

c

s′

)
=

(
c

s cos(θC)− d sin(θC)

)
. (5)

The second doublet has similar cross terms as first one, but with opposite sign, so at the tree level FCNC decays
are exactly cancelled. At higher order levels, in limit of equal masses for up and charm quarks FCNC diagrams
cancel each other exactly. If masses of up and charm quark are not equal, than residual effect of FCNC decays
would be observable and its size will depend on the ratio of masses of two up type quarks. With this, a fourth
quark is predicted at the time when quarks itself were not fully accepted and thus the model not only explained
experimental results, but also provided very strong prediction of the existence of fourth quark. Before moving on,
we should answer question, why down type quark mix together while up type quarks are left untouched. In fact
one could equally well introduce it to the up type quarks and leave down type quarks unaffected or mix both up
and down type quarks. But as we have the freedom to rotate quark fields, we can always reduce it to mixing in
down type quarks without experimentally observable consequences. So only reason for using down type quark is
convention and probably fact that when Cabibbo introduced quark mixing, only single up type quark was needed,
thus he naturally had to choose down type quarks.

The next puzzle to deal with concerns neutral kaons. At the time, experiments observed two particles produced
in the same way by the strong interaction having the same charge and mass, but significantly different lifetimes.
First one with τ ≈ 9 × 10−11 s decaying to two pions and second one with τ ≈ 5 × 10−8 s decaying to three
pions. The way to understand this is that in the strong interaction K0 or K0 are produced with their distinct
strangeness content. But when we start to look to decays governed by the weak interaction eigenstates of the
strong interaction are not eigenstates any more as the weak interaction does not conserve strangeness. Recalling
CP symmetry, which transforms particles into antiparticles we have

CP | π+π−〉 = + | π+π−〉,
CP | π+π−π0〉 = − | π+π−π0〉. (6)

If we for the moment assume that the CP is conserved also in weak interactions and that CP eigenstates are the
eigenstates of weak interaction, than we can easily explain the large difference in lifetimes. Lets call the CP -even
eigenstate K1 while the CP -odd eigenstate will be called K2. With CP conserved, K1 will decay only to two pions,
while K2 only to three pions. Now we have to turn to the formula used to calculate the decay width, which is
inverse of lifetime,

dΓ =
(2π)4

2M
|M|2dΦn (7)

where

dΦn = δ4(P −
∑

pi)
∏ d3pi

(2π)32Ei
. (8)

While the matrix element M is of same order for both cases, the phase space integral defined by the equation 8
yields significant difference as in the decay of K1 we have more energy available than in the decay of K2. With
this, lifetimes can be explained, but now we need to connect two sets of eigenstates together. As we already mixed
quarks, it is quite natural idea that the weak interaction eigenstates would be mixtures of the strong interaction
eigenstates. Defining positive CP parity for K0 and K0 we can define

| K1〉 =
1√
2

(
| K0〉+ | K0〉

)
, | K2〉 =

1√
2

(
| K0〉− | K0〉

)
. (9)

It is easy to verify that K1 and K2 have in this case proper CP properties to explain different lifetimes. When
concerned about the propagation through space, weak interaction is of importance. This suggests that time
propagation will be given as

| K1(t)〉 = e−im1t−Γ1t/2 | K1〉,
| K2(t)〉 = e−im2t−Γ2t/2 | K2〉. (10)

Other way to look at it is that K1 and K2 have well defined lifetimes, so those are correct states which should
decay exponentially. It is useful to check what happens to the initially pure K0 beam after some time. To start,
we can write

| K0〉 =
1√
2

(| K1〉+ | K2〉) (11)

and perform time evolution. At any specific time t we can find out amount of K0 by calculating 〈K0(t) | K0(t)〉.
For our case we find

2〈K0(t) | K0(t)〉 = 〈K∗1 | K1〉+ 〈K∗2 | K2〉+ 〈K∗1 | K2〉+ 〈K∗2 | K1〉
= e−Γ1t + e−Γ2t + e

Γ1+Γ2
2 t cos [(m2 −m1)t] , (12)
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where Γ1,2 and m1,2 are decay width and mass of K1,2. Starting again from pure K0 at time t = 0 we can also
find number of K0 to be

2〈K0(t) | K0(t)〉 = e−Γ1t + e−Γ2t − e
Γ1+Γ2

2 t cos [(m2 −m1)t] . (13)

What this means is that the initially pure K0 beam will not only decay, but will also oscillate to pure K0 and
back with oscillation frequency given by the mass difference between two weak interaction eigenstates.

The oscillating behaviour is also experimentally observable. A nice example of such experiment is CPLEAR
experiment at CERN [5]. The experiment consists of symmetric detector around beam axis with tracking, calorime-
ter and muon detection subsystems. It uses low energy p beam impinging on a hydrogen target. Energy of the
beam is tuned so that only K+ π− K0 and K− π+ K0 final states involving kaons are possible. The charged kaon
determines whether a neutral kaon was produced as K0 or K0. Using semileptonic decays like K0→π− e+ νe which
determine flavour at the decay, one can measure a time dependent asymmetry

A(t) =
N(K0→ K0) +N(K0→ K0)−N(K0→ K0)−N(K0→ K0)

N(K0→ K0) +N(K0→ K0) +N(K0→ K0) +N(K0→ K0)
. (14)

The obtained asymmetry from Ref. [6] is shown in Fig. 1. From the time dependence one can extract mass difference
between two weak eigenstates, which is in the case of this measurement ∆m = (529.5±2.0(stat)±0.3((sys))×10−7h̄
s−1.

ground were already mentioned in Section 3. We discuss now the regeneration effects and the precision
of the decay-time measurement.

Since in the construction of all terms linear in the regeneration amplitudes cancel, corrections
for regeneration effects are not essential for this measurement of .

Extensive studies have shown that after the kinematic constrained fits, the absolute time-scale is
known with a precision of [3, 6]. The decay-time resolution was computed using simulated
data, and found to vary from 0.05 to 0.20 as a function of the neutral-kaon decay time. Folding
the resolution distributions to the asymmetry results in a shift of for the value
of and for the value of . The uncertainty of this correction was estimated to be

. Finally, the uncertainty on [2] was also considered.
The systematic errors of and are summarized in Table 1.

Source
[ ] [ ]

background level
normalization
decay-time resolution
absolute time-scale

Total

Table 1: Systematic errors

5 Results

Figure 2: The asymmetry versus the neutral-kaon decay time (in unit of ). The solid line repre-
sents the result of the fit.

The measured asymmetry, together with the fitted function, is plotted in Fig. 2. Fit residuals are
shown in the inset. Our final results are the following:

(3)
(4)

d.o.f. (5)
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Fig. 1. The asymmetry defined by eq. 14 measured by CPLEAR experiment [6]. The measurement clearly demonstrates
that neutral kaons are mixing.

Up to now we assumed that the CP is conserved both by strong and weak interactions. What happens if
we remove this requirement for the weak interaction? Immediate consequence is that the K1 can decay to three
pions and the K2 to two pions. Is this something which experiments can support? In 1964, Christenson, Cronin,
Fitch and Turlay performed an experiment to find out whether CP is conserved in weak interactions or not [7].
Specifically, using a beam of long lived K2 mesons they searched for its decay to two charged pions. The experiment
consisted of two arm spectrometer capable to reconstruct tracks of two pions. If the K2 decays to two pions, then
the vector sum of their momenta should point along the beam axis, while for three body decays this points in all
possible directions. In Fig. 2 we reproduce the principal result of Ref. [7], which clearly shows that there are K2

mesons decaying to π+ π− pairs and thus the CP is violated in weak interactions. The experiment measured

R =
N(K2 → π+π−)

N(K2 → all charged)
= (2± 0.4)× 10−3. (15)

What does it mean for the model we are putting together? First, the K1 and K2 are not eigenstates of the weak
interaction. The eigenstates are still slightly different and usually named K0

S and K0
L for short and long lived

one respectively. Given that observed CP violation is small, the K0
S and K0

L are mostly composed of appropriate
CP -eigenstate with a small admixture of wrong CP -eigenstate, which formally can be written as

| K0
S〉 =

1√
1 + |ε|2

(| K1〉 − ε | K2〉) , | K0
L〉 =

1√
1 + |ε|2

(| K2〉+ ε | K1〉) . (16)

It is easy to check that the parameter ε is related to the size of the CP violation and the rate of decay K0
L →π+

π− is proportional to ε2. From the result of original experiment one finds ε ≈ 2.3× 10−3.
While phenomenologically the CP violation can be included, in terms of the standard model which describes

the interaction of quarks the CP violation is not included. In 1973 Kobayashi and Maskawa in their topical paper
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FIG. 2. (a) Experimental distribution in rn~ com-
pared with Monte Carlo calculation. The calculated
distribution is normalized to the total number of ob-
served events. (b) Angular distribution of those events
in the range 490 &m*&510 MeV. The calculated curve
is normalized to the number of events in the complete
sample.

with a form-factor ratio f /f+ =-6.6. The data
are not sensitive to the choice of form factors
but do discriminate against the scalar interac-
tion.
Figure 2(b) shows the distribution in cos8 for

those events which fall in the mass range from
490 to 510 MeV together with the corresponding
result from the Monte Carlo calculation. Those
events within a restricted angular range (cos8
&0.9995) were remeasured on a somewhat more
precise measuring machine and recomputed using
an independent computer program. The results of
these two analyses are the same within the re-
spective resolutions. Figure 3 shows the re-

0
0.9996 0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 I.OOOO

cos 8
FIG. 3. Angular distribution in three mass ranges

for events with cos0 & 0.9995.

suits from the more accurate measuring machine.
The angular distribution from three mass ranges
are shown; one above, one below, and one encom-
passing the mass of the neutral K meson.
The average of the distribution of masses of

those events in Fig. 3 with cos8 &0.99999 is
found to be 499.1 + 0.8 MeV. A corresponding
calculation has been made for the tungsten data
resulting in a mean mass of 498.1 + 0.4. The dif-
ference is 1.0+0.9 MeV. Alternately we may
take the mass of the E' to be known and compute
the mass of the secondaries for two-body decay.
Again restricting our attention to those events
with cos0&0.99999 and assuming one of the sec-
ondaries to be a pion, the mass of the other par-
ticle is determined to be 137.4+ 1.8. Fitted to a
Gaussian shape the forward peak in Fig. 3 has a
standard deviation of 4.0 + 0.7 milliradians to be
compared with 3.4+ 0.3 milliradians for the tung-
sten. The events from the He gas appear identi-
cal with those from the coherent regeneration in
tungsten in both mass and angular spread.
The relative efficiency for detection of the

three-body E, decays compared to that for decay
to two pions is 0.23. %e obtain 45+ 9 events in

139

Fig. 2. The distribution of the angle between K2 beam and the vector sum of the momenta of two detected charged pions
for pion pair invariant mass below the K2 mass (top), in the K2 mass region (center) and above the K2 mass (bottom). A

clear peak at cos θ ≈ 1 is visible, which is sign of the CP violation. The figure is reproduced from Ref. [7].

showed that with four quarks it is practically impossible to introduce the CP violation into theory [8]. In this
paper they also proposed to add third generation of quarks into the theory to explain the CP violation observed
about decade ago. With three generations, the quark mixing can be described by unitary 3 × 3 matrix called
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. While in case of two generations, quark fields can be always rotated to
remove the complex phase from mixing matrix, in case of three generations, one complex phase always remains.
The quark mixing can be written as




d′

s′

b′


 =




Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


 ·




d
s
b


 (17)

where primed quarks are those entering the weak interaction while non primed are quarks of the strong interaction.
While each element is a complex number, unitarity of the matrix together with possibility to rephase quark fields
reduces all parameters down to 4 independent ones. Those are three mixing angles and one complex phase
which is responsible for the CP violation in the standard model. Very popular parametrization was suggested by
Wolfenstein [9], which expands all elements in terms of small parameter λ = sin θC and has form

VCKM =




1− λ2

2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)

−λ 1− λ2

2 Aλ2

Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1


+O(λ4). (18)

Reader should be aware that while this parametrization is useful and catches main features it is just approximation
which does not provide all details. In any case, Wolfenstein parametrization provides to first order right answers
about the CP violation and the size of quark transitions. Now we shortly turn back to the neutral kaon mixing.
The Feynman diagrams for the mixing of neutral kaons are shown in Fig. 3. With those together with information
we already discussed we can say that mixing is rather small. This is a consequence of the GIM suppression
of contributions from up and charm quark in the loop and the strong CKM suppression (Vtd) for top quark
contribution. In addition, to a first order, top contribution is one which introduces the CKM phase into process
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Fig. 3. Feynman diagrams for the neutral kaon mixing.

and thus the CP violation is also small in this case. On the other hand, if we find a process which would be
dominated by contribution with top quark coupling to down quark, we could expect large CP violation in such
process.

With this we summarized main features of the standard model and how one could arrive to it. Discussion
outlined here can be found in many standard textbooks on particle physics. Some examples are Refs. [2, 10, 11].
Another useful reference, specially for particle physics students are lecture notes of G. Buchalla [12] which are
exclusively devoted to the kaon physics.

DISCOVERY OF NEW QUARKS

When Kobayashi and Maskawa proposed their explanation of the CP violation, only three quarks were needed
to explain all observed hadrons and quarks were not fully accepted. Their idea together with GIM mechanism
implied three more quarks to exists, which should be observable by experiments. Experiments searching for
new quarks followed rather quickly the theoretical development and in 1974 particle physics witnessed so-called
November revolution in which first observation of hadrons with charm quark was announced. Two different
experiments with two different technique made the discovery of same particle with a third experiment confirming
result in extremely short time. The first experiment at Brookhaven lead by S. Ting, measured the cross section
for producing e+e− pairs in pBe interactions as a function of the invariant mass of e+e− pair [13]. The second
experiment was performed at SLAC and lead by B. Richter [14]. It studied the e+e− annihilation as a function of
energy of the system. The principal results of the two experiments are shown in Fig. 4. The particle they discovered
is now known under the name J/ψ where J is name suggested by Ting and ψ by Richter. When G. Belletini heard
about results, he pushed the e+e− accelerator at Frascati to the necessary energy and repeated experiment from
SLAC and provided the confirmation of observation [15]. It should be noted that while J/ψ is now interpreted as
a cc bound state, at the time of discovery it was not obvious this is charm and further work was necessary to
conclude that this is indeed the charm quark discovery.

The next step in the search for additional quarks followed very quickly. Just three years after the discovery of
charm quark, experiments pushed studies of dileptons to high enough energy to see a next resonance. Experiment
lead by L. Lederman used proton beam shot on a nucleus target and similar to the experiment of S. Ting, also
here a peak in the invariant mass of dimuons showed up [16]. The invariant mass distribution from this work is
reproduced in Fig. 5. With this observation, five quarks turned up to be present, so there was no doubt that sixth
will follow and it is only a matter of time to achieve a high enough energy and statistics to observe it. But there
was difference as top quark is much heavier than any others and its lifetime is shorter than a typical time scale on
which hadrons are formed. Thus in the search for top quark experiments at the end did not search for a hadron
containing the top quark, but directly for the quark decay. It turned out that top quark with its mass of about
170 GeV/c2 was hard enough to observe that it took until 1995 when CDF and D0 experiments finally saw it
[17, 18].

The fact that at the time when quarks were not fully accepted and only three were know one could predict other
three and construct the standard model just based on measurements available is quite remarkable. Nevertheless
before Nobel prize was awarded for the explanation of the CP violation one more important measurement had to
be done. Also at this point we will depart from rather historical line and discuss rest in a more logical connections.

CP VIOLATION

In the next step we will look to the classification of CP violation. But first lets go back to the basic quantum
mechanics and observables in it. As we know, in the quantum mechanics all observable quantities are given by the
square of the wave function. This also means that phase of the wave function is not really observable. On the other
hand, if we look to a system which is described by a sum of wave functions, then thanks to the interference the
difference in phases of wave functions can be observed. Given this if we want to have an observable CP violation
in some process, then the process has to proceed through more than one amplitude which would potentially
introduce observable phase difference. It also means that decays dominated by a single amplitude will in first
order not exhibit observable CP violation.
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tion of all the counters is done with approximate-
ly 6-GeV electrons produced with a lead convert-
er target. There are eleven planes (2&&A„3&&A,
3XB, 3XC) of proportional chambers rotated ap-
proximately 20' with respect to each other to re-
duce multitrack confusion. To further reduce the
problem of operating the chambers at high rate,
eight vertical and eight horizontal hodoseope
counters are placed behind chambers A and B.
Behind the largest chamber C (1 m&& 1 m) there
are two banks of 251ead glass counters of 3 ra-
diation lengths each, followed by one bank of
lead-Lucite counters to further reject hadrons
from electrons and to improve track identifica-
tion. During the experiment all the counters are
monitored with a PDP 11-45 computer and alI
high voltages are checked every 30 min.
The magnets were measured with a three-di-

mensional Hall probe. A total of 10' points were
mapped at various current settings. The accep-
tance of the spectrometer is 6 0=+ 1', h, q = + 2,
hm =2 GeV. Thus the spectrometer enables us
to map the e'e mass region from 1 to 5 GeV in
three overlapping settings.
Figure 1(b) shows the time-of-flight spectrum

between the e' and e arms in the mass region
2.5&m &3.5 GeV. A clear peak of 1.5-nsec width
is observed. This enables us to reject the acci-
dentals easily. Track reconstruction between the
two arms was made and again we have a clear-
cut distinction between real pairs and accidentals.
Figure 1(c) shows the shower and lead-glass
pulse height spectrum for the events in the mass
region 3.0 & m &3.2 GeV. They are again in agree-
ment with the calibration made by the e beam.
Typical data are shown in Fig. 2. There is a

clear sharp enhancement at m =3.1 GeV. %ithout
folding in the 10' mapped magnetic points and
the radiative corrections, we estimate a mass
resolution of 20 MeV. As seen from Fig. 2 the
width of the particle is consistent with zero.
To ensure that the observed peak is indeed a

real particle (7-e'e ) many experimental checks
were made. %e list seven examples:
(1) When we decreased the magnet currents by

10%%uo, the peak remained fixed at 3.1 GeV (see
Fig. 2).
(2) To check second-order effects on the target,

we increased the target thickness by a factor of
2. The yield increased by a factor of 2, not by 4.
(3) To check the pileup in the lead glass and

shower counters, different runs with different
voltage settings on the counters were made. No
effect was observed on the yield of J;

80- I242 Events~

70 S PECTROME TER

- H At normal current

Q- I0%current

Io-

mewl 9
5-0 3.25 5.5

me+e- Qgv
'

Fla. 2. Mass spectrum showing the existence of J'.
Results from two spectrometer settings are plotted
showing that the peak is independent of spectrometer
currents. The run at reduced current was taken two
months later than the normal run.

(4) To ensure that the peak is not due to scatter-
ing from the sides of magnets, cuts were made
in the data to reduce the effective aperture. No
significant reduction in the Jyield was found.
(5) To check the read-out system of the cham-

bers and the triggering system of the hodoscopes,
runs were made with a few planes of chambers
deleted and with sections of the hodoscopes omit-
ted from the trigger. No effect was observed on
the Jyield.
(6) Runs with different beam intensity were

made and the yield did not change.
(7) To avoid systematic errors, half of the data

were taken at each spectrometer polarity.
These and many other checks convinced us that

we have observed a reaI massive particle J-ee.
U we assume a production mechanism for J to

be da/dp~ccexp(-6p~) we obtain a yield of 8 of ap-
1405
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observed at a c.m. energy of 3.2 GeV. Subse-
quently, we repeated the measurement at 3.2
GeV and also made measurements at 3.1 and 3.3
QeV. The 3.2-GeV results reproduced, the 3.3-
QeV measurement showed no enhancement, but
the 3.1-GeV measurements were internally in-
consistent —six out of eight runs giving a low
cross section and two runs giving a factor of 3 to
5 higher cross section. This pattern could have
been caused by a very narrow resonance at an
energy slightly larger than the nominal 3.1-QeV
setting of the storage ring, the inconsistent 3.1-
QeV cross sections then being caused by setting
errors in the ring energy. The 3.2-GeV enhance-
ment would arise from radiative corrections
which give a high-energy tail to the structure.
Vfe have now repeated the measurements using

much finer energy steps and using a nuclear mag-
netic resonance magnetometer to monitor the
ring energy. The magnetometer, coupled with
measurements of the circulating beam position
in the storage ring made at sixteen points around
the orbit, allowed the relative energy to be deter-
mined to 1 part in 104. The determination of the
absolute energy setting of the ring requires the
knowledge of fBdl around the orbit and is accur-
ate to +0.1@.
The data are shown in Fig. 1. All cross sec-

tions are normalized to Bhabha scattering at 20
mrad. The cross section for the production of
hadrons is shown in Fig. 1(a). Hadronic events
are required to have in the final state either ~ 3
detected charged particles or 2 charged particles
noncoplanar by & 20'. ' The observed cross sec-
tion rises sharply from a level of about 25 nb to
a value of 2300 + 200 nb at the peak' and then ex-
hibits the long high-energy tail characteristic of
radiative corrections in e'e reactions. The de-
tection efficiency for hadronic events is 45% over
the region shown. The error quoted above in-
cludes both the statistical error and a 7%%uq contri-
bution from uncertainty in the detection efficiency.
Our mass resolution is determined by the en-

ergy spread in the colliding beams which arises
from quantum fluctuations in the synchrotron
radiation emitted by the beams. The expected
Gaussian c.m. energy distribution (@=0.56 MeV),
folded with the radiative processes, ' is shown as
the dashed curve in Fig. 1(a). The width of the
resonance must be smaller than this spread; thus
an upper limit to the full width at half-maximum
is 1.3 MeV.
Figure 1(b) shows the cross section for e'e

final states. Outside the peak this cross section
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is equal to the Bhabha cross section integrated
over the acceptance of the apparatus. '
Figure 1(c) shows the cross section for the

production of collinear pairs of particles, ex-
cluding electrons. At present, our muon identi-

FIG. 1. Cross section versus energy for (a) multi-
hadron final states, (b) e g final states, and (c) p+p,
~+7t, and K"K final states. The curve in (a) is the ex-
pected shape of a g-function resonance folded with the
Gaussian energy spread of the beams and including
radiative processes. The cross sections shown in (b)
and (c) are integrated over the detector acceptance.
The total hadron cross section, (a), has been corrected
for detection efficiency.

Fig. 4. The invariant mass distribution of e+e− pairs produced in the pBe interactions [13] (left) and for various particle
productions in the e+e− annihilation as a function of energy [14] (right). Those two results mark the observation of J/ψ,

first particle with charm quark.

To classify different types of the CP violation, we first define few quantities. First ones are decay amplitudes

Af = 〈f |H|M〉, Af = 〈f |H|M〉,
Af = 〈f |H|M〉, Af = 〈f |H|M〉. (19)

The first line gives amplitudes for particle and antiparticle to decay to a given final state f while the second line
are amplitudes for decays to the CP conjugated state f . Those four amplitudes can be defined for any particle
including charged mesons or baryons. In addition for neutral mesons mixing plays a role. This is governed by a
Schrödinger type equation

i
d

dt

(
|B(t)〉
|B(t)〉

)
=

(
M̂ − i

2
Γ̂

)(
|B(t)〉
|B(t)〉

)
, (20)

where B and B are flavour eigenstates of given meson (while we use B, it means K0, D0, B0 or B0
s). By di-

agonalization of the Hamiltonian composed of the mass matrix M̂ and the decay matrix Γ̂ we arrive to mass
eigenstates

|BH〉 = p |B〉+ q |B〉, |BL〉 = p |B〉 − q |B〉 (21)

with (
q

p

)2

=
M∗12 − (i/2)Γ∗12

M12 − (i/2)Γ12
. (22)

Having those definitions, we can describe all types of CP violation in terms of phase invariant variables

• |Af/Af |,

• |q/p|,

• λf = (q/p)(Af/Af ).

Three different types of the CP violation exist. They can be categorized as

1. CP violation in decay: It is defined by |Af/Af | 6= 1. For charged mesons and baryons it can be measured
as asymmetry

A =
Γ(M− → f−)− Γ(M+ → f+)

Γ(M− → f−) + Γ(M+ → f+)
=
|Af−/Af+ |2 − 1

|Af−/Af+ |2 + 1
. (23)

This is the only possible CP violation for charged mesons and baryons.
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ranged symmetrically with respect to the hori-
zontal median plane in order to detect both JLt.

'
and p. in each arm.
The data sets presented here are listed in Ta-

ble I. Low-current runs produced -15000 J/g
and 1000 g' particles which provide a test of res-
olution, normalization, and uniformity of re-
sponse over various parts of the detector. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows the 1250-A J/P and P' data. The
yields are in reasonable agreement with our ear-
lier measurements. '
High-mass data (1250 and 1500 A) were collect-

ed at a rate of 20 events/h for m„+&-& 5 GeV us-
ing (1.5-3)&& 10"incident protons per accelerator
cycle. The proton intensity is limited by the re-
quirement that the singles rate at any detector
plane not exceed 10' counts/sec. The copper
section of the hadron filter has the effect of low-
ering the singles rates by a factor of 2, permit-
ting a corresponding increase in protons on tar-
get. The penalty is an ™15%worsening of the res-
olution at 10 GeV mass. Figure 2(a) shows the
yield of muon pairs obtained in this work.
At the present stage of the analysis, the follow-

ing conclusions may be drawn from the data [Fig.
3(a)]:
(1) A statistically significant enhancement is ob-

served at 9.5-GeV p.'p. mass.
(2) By exclusion of the 8.8-10.6-GeV region,

the continuum of p+p, pairs falls smoothly with
mass. A simple functional form,
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with A = (l.89+ 0.23)&& 10 "cm'/GeV/nucleon and
b = 0.98+ 0.02 GeV ', gives a good fit to the data
for 6 GeV&m&+& &12 GeV (g'=21 for 19 degrees
of freedom), "
(3) In the excluded mass region, the continuum

fit predicts 350 events. The data contain 770
events.
(4) The observed width of the enhancement is

greater than our apparatus resolution of a full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.5+0.1 GeV.
Fitting the data minus the continuum fit [Fig.
3(b)] with a simple Gaussian of variable width
yields the following parameters (B is the branch-.
ing ratio to two muons):

Mass = 9.54+ 0.04 GeV,

[Bdo/dy]„,= (3.4+ 0.3)x 10 "cm'/nucleon,

with F+7HM=1, 16+0.09 GeV and X =52 for 27

FIG. 3. {a)Measured dimuon production cross sec-
tions as a function of the invariant mass of the muon
pair. The solid line is the continuum fit outlined in the
text. The equal-sign-dimuon cross section is also
shown. {b) The same cross sections as in (a) with the
smooth exponential continuum fit subtracted in order to
reveal the 9-10-GeV region in more detail.

degrees of freedom (Ref. 5). An alternative fit
with two Gaussians whose widths are fixed at the
resolution of the apparatus yields

Mass = 9.44+ 0.03 and 10.17+0.05 GeV,
[Bd(r/dy], o=(2.3+ 0.2) and (0.9+0.1)

x 10 "cm'/nucleon,
with y'=41 for 26 degrees of freedom (Ref. 5).
The Monte Carlo program used to calculate the

acceptance [see Fig. 2(c)] and resolution of the

254

Fig. 5. The invariant mass distribution of dimuon pairs produced in a p-Nucleus interactions [16].

2. CP violation in mixing: This type is given by |q/p| 6= 1 and is essentially difference in rate for meson turning
into antimeson and vice versa. It is this type of CP violation which original discovery in 1964 observed.
Typically it is measured by an asymmetry

A =
dΓ/dt[M → f+]− dΓ/dt[M → f−]

dΓ/dt[M → f+] + dΓ/dt[M → f−]
=

1− |q/p|4
1 + |q/p|4 , (24)

where the flavour of meson is defined at a production time, final state is chosen such that it flags flavour at
a decay time (e.g. semileptonic decays) and experiments are looking to decays, which cannot occur directly,
but must happen through mixing. Thus this asymmetry measures directly the mixing rate difference.

3. CP violation in interference of decays with and without mixing is determined by Im(λf ) 6= 0: This CP
violation occurs in decays to final states accessible to both meson and antimeson and exploits interference
of the direct decay of meson M with the amplitude of first M oscillating to M followed by the decay of M .
It is measured by a time dependent asymmetry

A(t) =
dΓ/dt[M → fCP ]− dΓ/dt[M → fCP ]

dΓ/dt[M → fCP ] + dΓ/dt[M → fCP ]
, (25)

where again the flavour of the meson is determined at a production time. For case of zero decay width
difference between two mass eigenstates and no CP violation in mixing (|q/p| = 1) this has a simple form of

A(t) = Sf sin(∆mt)− Cf cos(∆mt) (26)

with

Sf =
2Im(Λf )

1 + |λf |2
, Cf =

1− |λf |2
1 + λf |2

. (27)

The prime example of this kind of CP violation is one observed in the decay B0 → J/ψK0
S which we will

discuss shortly.

Short summary of this classification can be found also in chapter 12 of Ref. [19].

DETERMINATION OF CKM MATRIX AND UNITARITY TRIANGLE

While Kobayashi and Maskawa proposed the mechanism how to generate the CP violation, the elements of
CKM matrix have to be determined experimentally. Theory does not say anything about their magnitudes and
phases. If we look to magnitudes only, basically each of the elements can be determined in a measurement which
can be interpreted in terms of a single CKM matrix element. Short summary of these determinations can be found
in Chapter 11 of Ref. [19]. Discussion of the details and issues related to the determination of each element would
became quickly long. Here we just summarize main ideas:
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• |Vud|: Determined in super allowed 0+ → 0+ nuclear β decays.

• |Vus|: Two ways are used here, semileptonic or leptonic kaon decays or hadronic decays of τ lepton.

• |Vcd|: Semileptonic decays of charm mesons or production of charm mesons in neutrino interaction. The
second way is actually more precise in these days.

• |Vcs|: Information comes from semileptonic D or leptonic Ds decays.

• |Vcb|: Determined in semileptonic B decays to charm meson.

• |Vub|: Comes from semileptonic B decays which do not have a charm meson in the decay chain. We will
discuss issues little later.

• |Vtd| and |Vts|: These elements are determined by measuring the oscillation frequency of B0 and B0
s mesons.

Again we will touch those measurements little later.

• |Vtb|: Only lower limit exist up to now and is determined by the electroweak single top quark production
and decays of top quark.

2 11. CKM quark-mixing matrix

Figure 11.1: Sketch of the unitarity triangle.

The CKM matrix elements are fundamental parameters of the SM, so their precise
determination is important. The unitarity of the CKM matrix imposes

!
i VijV

!
ik = !jk

and
!

j VijV
!
kj = !ik. The six vanishing combinations can be represented as triangles in

a complex plane, of which the ones obtained by taking scalar products of neighboring
rows or columns are nearly degenerate. The areas of all triangles are the same, half of
the Jarlskog invariant, J [7], which is a phase-convention-independent measure of CP
violation, defined by Im

"
VijVklV

!
il V

!
kj

#
= J

!
m,n "ikm"jln.

The most commonly used unitarity triangle arises from

Vud V !
ub + Vcd V !

cb + Vtd V !
tb = 0 , (11.6)

by dividing each side by the best-known one, VcdV
!
cb (see Fig. 1). Its vertices are exactly

(0, 0), (1, 0), and, due to the definition in Eq. (11.4), (#̄, $̄). An important goal of
flavor physics is to overconstrain the CKM elements, and many measurements can be
conveniently displayed and compared in the #̄, $̄ plane.

Processes dominated by loop contributions in the SM are sensitive to new physics, and
can be used to extract CKM elements only if the SM is assumed. In Sec. 11.2 and 11.3,
we describe such measurements assuming the SM, we give the global fit results for the
CKM elements in Sec. 11.4, and discuss implications for new physics in Sec. 11.5.

11.2. Magnitudes of CKM elements

11.2.1. |Vud| :

The most precise determination of |Vud| comes from the study of superallowed 0+ ! 0+

nuclear beta decays, which are pure vector transitions. Taking the average of the twenty
most precise determinations [8] yields

|Vud| = 0.97425 ± 0.00022. (11.7)

July 30, 2010 14:36

Fig. 6. Definition of the unitarity triangle. Please note that it is usually used in form where base is rescaled to a unit
length.

Before we turn our attention to phases, lets first exploit the fact that CKM matrix in the standard model is
unitary matrix. While general 3× 3 complex matrix has 18 parameters, unitarity condition reduces this number
down to 9 parameters. In addition possibility to rephase quark fields without visible effect on physics observables
removes additional 5 parameters, leaving us with only four parameters available in the standard model. Another
consequence of the unitarity requirement is that product of any two rows or two columns is equal to zero. If we
take any of the products, it can be visualized as a triangle in complex plane and those triangles are called unitarity
triangles. One, which is a product of first and third column, is picked up as the unitarity triangle. The definition
of this triangle in graphical form is in Fig. 6. The three angles of the triangle are defined as

β = φ1 = arg

(
−VcdV

∗
cb

VtdV ∗tb

)
,

α = φ2 = arg

(
− VtdV

∗
tb

VudV ∗ub

)
,

γ = φ3 = arg

(
−VudV

∗
ub

VcdV ∗cb

)
. (28)

As they are related to complex phase of the CKM matrix, they are extracted from measurements of CP violation.
Various measurements can then be used to extract either sides of the unitarity triangle or its angles and check
for the consistency with the standard model (unitarity) can be performed. This check is typically done in a
form of global fit to all measurements and recent example is shown in Fig. 7 [20]. There are two other groups
performing such fits, one is UTFit group [21] and last one consists of E. Lunghi and A. Soni with their latest
results in Ref. [22]. In the rest of this section we will briefly discuss how different bands in Fig. 7 are obtained.
Rather detailed description of the earlier version can be found in Ref. [23]. While it is probably too difficult for
non-particle physicists, experts who are interested can find all details with large number of references in there.

First constraint comes from the CP violation in neutral kaon system |εK |. It is determined by the rate of
K0

L→ π−π+. It relates to the unitarity triangle via

|εK | = CεBKA
2λ6η

{
η1S0(xc)(1− λ2/2)|η3S0(xc, xt) + η2S0(xt)A

2λ4(1− ρ)
}
. (29)

Here S0 is Inami-Lim function, BK contains non-perturbative part describing hadrons. Three terms are contribu-
tions from charm, up and top quark in the kaon mixing box diagram. On the theoretical side, the main uncertainty
comes from hadronic physics with BK typically calculated using lattice QCD. This process is loop induced, so
there is in principle sensitivity to a new physics beyond the standard model.
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Fig. 7. Example of the global fit of the unitarity triangle from CKMFitter group [20]

.

The sides of the unitarity triangle are basically determined by the Vub and Vtd elements of the CKM matrix.
The first one can be obtained using semileptonic decays of B → Xu`ν where Xu denotes any charmless (not
containing charm quark anywhere in decay chain) hadronic system. Both inclusive and exclusive determinations
are used. The inclusive determination is in principle cleaner for the theory, but very difficult in experiment as
one has to distinguish the signal from much more abundant B to charm decays. To do this experiments introduce
some kinematical requirements which turns the theory predictions more difficult. The exclusive approach is easier
on experimental side as it uses a better defined final state, but the theory is more difficult as it has to deal with
hadronic physics. There is another option of using leptonic decays of B+ mesons, but those could be sensitive
to a new physics and we will discuss them later. As it is determination of the length of triangle side in Fig. 7 it
provides a constraint of the shape of circle around zero point.

The Vtd element as we already mentioned is extracted from the B meson mixing frequency. The mixing
frequency is given by

∆md =
G2
F

6π2
m2
W ηbS(xt)mBd

f2
Bd
|Vtb|2|Vtd|2. (30)

Experimentally the most precise measurements come from B-factories experiments Belle and BABAR. Detector
descriptions can be found in Ref. [24, 25]. Here we concentrate on the technique used by those experiments. Both
of them collide e+e− at the energy of Υ(4S) resonance. The Υ(4S) mass is just above the threshold for decays to
a pair of B mesons and thus in events with B mesons, only pairs of B0 B0 or B+ B− are possible without any
other particles. Thus the two B mesons are described by a common wave function up to the point when first one
is detected. The core is to measure a time dependent asymmetry

A(t) =
Nmixed −Nunmixed

Nmixed +Nunmixed
= cos(∆mdt), (31)

where Nmixed (Nunmixed) is the number of events which had opposite (same) flavour at the time of the decay of
first B meson and the time of decay of second meson. The first meson is typically reconstructed only inclusively
by forming a vertex from existing tracks and running so-called flavour tagging algorithms to determine the
flavour. The physics of flavour tagging at B-factories can be found in Refs. [26, 27]. Alternatively one can use
also information provided by the B0

s mixing. Its relation to the theory is the same as for B0, just CKM matrix

elements, mass and hadronic part has to be exchanged appropriately. The use of B0
s exploits unitarity of the

matrix and has no special advantage on the experimental side, but on the theoretical side it improves constraints
as ratio of hadronic part can be calculated more precisely than corresponding quantities for a single meson. The
B0

s mixing was measured by CDF experiment at Tevatron. The detector from the point of view of flavour physics

is described in Ref. [28, 29]. The principle of measurement is same as for B0 except that not only two B0
s mesons

are produced but also many other particles, thus effectively each b hadron is evolving independently in time. As a
result, the decay time is measured from collision time and the flavour tagging has some differences to B-factories.
Details of the flavour tagging at hadron colliders like Tevatron or LHC can be found in Refs. [29, 30]. Recently
also the LHCb experiment provided significant and precise measurement of the B0

s mixing frequency. The detector
is described in Ref. [31] with measurement itself in Ref. [32].

The angles are extracted from the measurement of CP violation. For the angle β, the main contribution
containing complex phase is CKM element Vtd, so we need a process governed by this element. The golden one
is decay B0 → J/ψK0 in which the CP violation due to interference of decays with and without mixing occurs.
The time dependent asymmetry is given by eqs. 26 and 27 with |λf | = 1 in the standard model. The most precise
measurements are available from B-factories [33, 34]. It should be noted, that CP violation in this process was
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predicted to be large already in early 1980s. The initial results confirmed this prediction [35, 36] and provided
the final stone to confirmation of Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism of the CP violation in the standard model.

The angle α is the phase between V ∗tbVtd and V ∗ubVud. Its determination therefore involves strongly suppressed
decays governed by the b → uud transition. As first term is clearly related to the B0 mixing box diagram,
measurements of the CP violation in decays like B0 → π+π− are of prime interest here. While decays happen
at the tree level through wanted transition, as the tree level is suppressed by the CKM matrix element Vub, the
higher order processes can also effectively contribute, which makes extraction of α less clean. In order to deal
with contamination by higher order processes, several other decays are included and involved isospin analysis is
performed. Some details including the current experimental status is available in Ref. [37].

Finally we come to the angle γ, which plays a crucial role in defining what the standard model is. This angle
is given by the elements Vcb and Vub which also suggests that we need to use CP violation in decays where both
b → c and b → u transitions contribute. The decays used up to now are of type B+ → D0K+. Using D0 decay
which is accessible to both D0 and D0 one can observe interference between two types of transition and the
corresponding CP violation. Three different methods are typically discussed depending on the D0 final state:

• GLW method [38, 39]: Based on the two-body final states which are CP -eigenstates. Typical examples are
decays D0 → π+π− or D0 → K+K−. Those final states are accessible by both D0 and D0 with the same
probabilities. Advantage of the method is that branching fraction is rather large and thus experiments see
signal. On the other hand as b→ c amplitude is much larger than b→ u amplitude, the interference term is
rather small comparing to the dominant amplitude which reflects also into the small CP violation. Question
arises how interference can occur given the different decay chains. To resolve this we would like to remind
the original work which is formulated in terms of D1 and D2, the CP -eigenstates analogous to K1 and K2.
In such formulation the question of interference is naturally answered. Unfortunately most of the work these
days is not formulated in terms of D1 and D2.

• ADS method [40, 41]: In this method one the exploits fact that D0 can decay also through doubly Cabibbo
suppressed decay to a final state which has opposite charge assignment as the Cabibbo allowed decay. As an
example D0 normally decays through Cabibbo allowed decay to K−π+, but with much smaller probability
can also decay to K+π−. Thus using K+π− final state one effectively picks up the b→ c transition followed
by the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay and the b→ u transition followed by the Cabibbo favoured decay of
D0. Advantage of this method is that two amplitudes are now of comparable size and thus the CP violation
can be large. On the other hand, experiments has to search for rare decays which are hard to observe. Only
recently those decays were seen by the experiments [42, 43].

• Dalitz plot method [44]: Exploits three body final states like K0
S π

+ π−. This final state has many differ-
ent contributions of quazi two-body final states and is effectively some mixture of two previous methods
depending on the position in Dalitz plot. This method is used by B-factories [45, 46] and up to recently
provided the most significant information about angle γ.

As we already said, angle γ is of paramount importance for the standard model. This is due to the fact that
it is determined in decays governed by the tree level Feynman diagrams and thus we do not expect significant
contribution of a possible new physics. Therefore it can provide phase of the CKM matrix which is unlikely to be
significantly affected by a new physics. This is not case for other angles, which are due to the loop processes and
new physics can significantly affect them. Without having angle γ it would be much more difficult to a observe
new physics in comparison of precision measurements with the standard model predictions.

To mention the status, it is shown in Fig. 7. As one can see, all constraints provide a consistent picture of
the unitarity triangle confirming Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism as the dominant source for the CP violation we
observe. This statement does not mean that there is no place for new physics, but tells us that new physics is
going to be correction of the standard model in the processes we study.

WHY NEW PHYSICS?

Up to now we discussed the quark flavour physics from a point of view of the standard model of particle
physics. At the end of previous section we saw that the standard model is rather successful in describing existing
measurements (which also holds more generally and not only for quark flavour physics) and thus one could ask a
question whether we need any new physics beyond the standard model. Beyond success of the standard model in
explaining existing measurements, there are several questions on which the standard model cannot say anything.
If we restrict ourself only to the part related to the quark flavour sector, we do not know why we have three
generations of particles or whether there are really only three of them. The standard model has no real say about
masses of fermions. With Higgs mechanism we can introduce fermion masses into the standard model without
destroying it, but mass itself remain free parameters (often called Yukawa couplings which give strength of the
interaction between Higgs field and fermions). Also the four parameters of the CKM matrix are only determined
by the experiment and the standard model does not have any explanation why we see hierarchical structure we
see. Cosmology also suggests exists of a dark matter for which we do not have explanation in terms of fundamental
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particles in the standard model. Any explanation of the dark matter in terms of particles needs new particles
beyond standard model ones. Finally perhaps one of the strongest argument comes from the baryogenesis in
Universe.

As we know, Universe is now composed of only baryons and not antibaryons while the standard model of
Universe start by Big Bang when the number of particles and antiparticles was same. In 1967 A. Sakharov
formulated three necessary conditions to produce the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry in the Universe [47]. Those
three conditions are:

• Existence of baryon number violation. The standard model surprisingly contains such violation, but it is a
non-perturbative effect of strong interaction, thus in domain which is not too well understood.

• Existence of CP violation. As we discussed the standard model has CP violation incorporated, but when
we look to the size needed we find that the CP violation in standard model is too small by several orders of
magnitude to produce the observed content of the Universe. Thus we need some additional sources of the
CP violation for this task.

• Interaction out of equilibrium, which is essentially expansion. But with the standard model particles only,
this is again hard to achieve and thus some new physics is needed to drive the expansion.

From this and several other arguments, there are good reasons to believe that the standard model is not
the final theory and which makes search for new physics exciting. While there are several approaches possible
for such search, the flavour physics plays a crucial role not only for the discovery of a new physics, but also for
the discrimination between different models of new physics. In fact, the flavour physics can access higher scales
than direct an on-shell production of new particles. Moreover many models predict similar effects for on-shell
production, but often substantially differ in flavour observables and correlations between them. Thus without the
flavour physics we might be able to observe new physics, but we would be unable to gain its full understanding.
Several examples of such correlations in different new physics scenarios are discussed in Ref. [48].

NEW PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS IN FLAVOUR SECTOR

In this final section we are going to shortly discuss few key measurements and analyses which are relevant for
the search for a new physics in quark flavour observables. Each of the topics could easily fill many pages, but we
will restrict ourself to discuss only main ideas to understand why a given topic is important, how measurement is
done in principle with a brief mention of results complemented by references to original work or useful summaries.

B0
s → µ+µ− decays

Rare decay B0
s → µ+µ− is one of the most sensitive probe for new physics. In the standard model its branching

fraction is predicted to be (3.2 ± 0.2) × 10−9 [49, 50]. At the same time, new physics can enhance it by several
orders of magnitude, so even before observing this decay experimentally, there was a huge potential for constraining
models of new physics. As example, in one of the simple usually discussed supersymmetry models called MSSM
the branching fraction additional to the standard model is

B ∝ m2
bmµ

2 tan6 β

M4
A0

, (32)

where MA0 is mass of the supersymmetric Higgs boson and β is ratio of vacuum expectation values of Higgs
fields. Example of Feynman diagrams in the standard model and supersymmetry are shown in Fig. 8. All major
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b

Fig. 8. Example of the Feynman diagram for B0
s →µ+ µ− decay in standard model (left) and supersymmetry (right).

experiments search for this kind of decay with recent results available from D0 [51], CDF [52], LHCb [53] and CMS
[54]. The combination of LHCb and CMS results is available in Ref. [55]. Main issue is to suppress and control
background in order to be able to see signal. None of the experiments observe signal at this point and set mainly
upper limits on the branching fraction itself. Exception is the CDF experiment, which observes more events than
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expected and if the excess is interpreted as signal, the branching fraction of B = (1.8+1.1
−0.9)× 10−8 is obtained. On

the other hand, from the detailed analysis the excess does not look exactly like signal and in the same time it
is unlikely that there would be any issue with the background prediction. CDF itself concludes that most likely
the excess is caused by a statistical fluctuation. In the same time, LHCb and CMS give limits with are in some
tension with the CDF branching fraction. For completeness, extracted limits at 95% confidence level (C.L.) are
5.1× 10−8 at D0, 3.9× 10−8 at CDF, 1.9× 10−8 at CMS and 1.5× 10−8 at LHCb. The stringent limit is about
factor 5 above the standard model prediction. It should be noted that each experiment reached sensitivity when
some signal events from the standard model are expected in dataset, so we might easily witness situation where
limits do not improve quickly but in the same time amount of data would be insufficient to claim the observation.

B0
s mixing phase

Second topic to discuss is the phase of B0
s mixing diagram. As the B0

s mixing is dominated by the top quark
contribution, its phase is very close to zero. In the same time if new physics is present its contribution to the
loop can increase phase significantly. Without going to details, a best way to search for new physics contributions
is to exploit decays like B0

s → J/ψφ or B0
s → J/ψf0(980) to measure the CP violation in interference of decays

with and without mixing. In Feynman diagrams those two processes are shown in Fig. 9. While this CP violation
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Fig. 9. Feynman diagrams for the direct B0
s → J/ψss (left) and the decay where B0

s first oscillates and then decays (right).
There is another diagram with mixing which is not shown and is principally same except of using second mixing box

diagram.

does not measure directly the phase of B0
s mixing, in the standard model it is small and a new physics affects it

in the same way as pure mixing diagram. Thus large phase measured here directly means large phase in the B0
s

mixing diagram. Major experimental challenge is in need of very good time resolution in order to resolve the fast
B0

s oscillation.
The time evolution in the most general way can be written as [56]

Γ(M(t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2 e−Γt

{
1 + |λf |2

2
cosh

∆Γ t

2
+

1− |λf |2
2

cos(∆M t)

−Reλf sinh
∆Γ t

2
− Imλf sin (∆M t)

}
, (33)

Γ(M(t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2
1

1− a e
−Γt

{
1 + |λf |2

2
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∆Γ t

2
− 1− |λf |2

2
cos(∆M t)

−Reλf sinh
∆Γ t

2
+ Imλf sin(∆M t)

}
. (34)

For the CP conjugate final state time evolution reads

Γ(M(t)→ f) = Nf
∣∣∣Af

∣∣∣
2

e−Γt (1− a)

{
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2
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2
−

1− |λf |−2

2
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−Re
1
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2
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1
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sin(∆M t)

}
, (35)

Γ(M(t)→ f) = Nf
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2
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2
+

1− |λf |−2

2
cos(∆M t)

−Re
1
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sinh
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2
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1

λf
sin(∆M t)

}
. (36)

While those expressions are lengthy they contain all information about the time evolution of neutral mesons, so
specific decays can be easily obtained from this. For B0

s , we can safely put (1 − a) = 1 as a is at most 1% even
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in the presence of a new physics. Lets first discuss the case of B0
s → J/ψf0(980) decay which is a CP -eigenstate

which simplifies situation. Starting from eqs. 33 and 34 we can easily obtain time evolution once we use |λf | = 1
(we are not going to discuss why). For cases where we flavour tag events for B0

s in initial state we have

1 + cos(φ)

2
e−ΓHt +

1− cos(φ)

2
e−ΓLt − e−Γt sin(φ) sin(∆mt). (37)

Close inspection reveals that the decay time distribution has two pure exponentials with the slope defined by the
lifetimes of two mass eigenstate and third exponential modulated by the sin term. Interestingly enough, if we do
not flavour tag initial state, then sin term cancels out and we are left with two exponentials with two distinct
lifetimes and proportion of the two exponentials is given by the amount of CP violation. In fact in case of untagged
decays, one is in principle performing similar experiment as original CP violation discovery [7]. Unfortunately
two lifetimes are not too different, so analysis is much more complicated than in the kaon system.

Experimentally, two experiments exploited decay B0
s → J/ψf0(980) to learn something about the time evolution

of B0
s mesons. The CDF experiment measured effective lifetime from which one can extract information about

the CP violation. As the measured lifetime is slightly higher than the standard model expectation for lifetime of
heavy eigenstate, the result is consistent with the standard model which holds also for the CP violation [57]. In
this analysis no attempt was made to convert it into the constraint on CP violation. Second experiment exploiting
those decays is LHCb, which performed full time dependent measurement using flavour tagging. The analysis uses

input on lifetimes of two mass eigenstates from the B0
s → J/ψφ analysis and obtains φ

J/ψss
S = −0.44± 0.44± 0.02

again consistent with the standard model [58]. In Fig. 10 we show the likelihood profile of LHCb measurement.
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Figure 15: Log-likelihood profile of φs for B
0

s → J/ψf0 events.

Table 3: Systematic Errors

Quantity (Q) ±∆Q +Change −Change
in φs in φs

Nbkg 10.1 0.0025 −0.0030
Nη� 3.4 −0.0001 −0.0001
Nsig 46.47 -0.0030 0.0028
α 1.7 · 10−4 −0.0002 −0.0002
fLL 0.0238 0.0060 −0.0063
m0 (MeV) 0.32 -0.0003 0.0011
σ(m) (MeV) 0.31 −0.0026 0.0020
τbkg (ps) 0.05 −0.0075 0.0087
σ(t) (ps) 5% −0.0024 0.0022
t0 0.015 0.0060 0.0050
float a −0.0065 -0.0065
float n −0.0089 −0.0089
Total Systematic Error ±0.017

19

Fig. 10. The likelihood profile from B0
s → J/ψf0(980) CP violation analysis performed by the LHCb experiment [58]. A

second solution exists which is not shown and is related to the one shown by transformation φ
J/ψss

S → π − φJ/ψss

S .

The case of the decay B0
s → J/ψφ is same with same physics. The only difference, which complicates live further

is the fact that both J/ψ and φ are spin 1 particles and thus experiments observe mixture of CP -eigenstates which
has to be disentangled by the angular analysis. While this decay is more sensitive than the B0

s → J/ψf0(980) due
to the available statistics, discussion of details is beyond benefit of general student. With this in mind we refer
interested reader to review on this analysis [30] where detailed discussion is available. It discusses results from
Refs. [59, 60, 61]. The D0 and LHCb result discussed there are superseded by now by Refs. [62] and [63]. The
results for the CP violating phase are φs ∈ [−3.1,−2.16]∪[−1.04,−0.04] at 68% C.L. at CDF [59], φs = −0.55+0.38

−0.36

at D0 [62] and φs = 0.13 ± 0.18 ± 0.07 at LHCb [63]. All those show good agreement with the standard model,
but it is premature to exclude a new physics contributions of moderate size.

Decays governed by b→ sµ+µ− transition

The most famous decay in this category is decay B0 → K∗(892)µ+µ−. In the standard model those decays
proceed through the so-called penguin or box diagrams which are shown in Fig. 11. The final state is flavour
specific, so in analysis we know flavour at the decay time. As decay proceed only through loop diagrams, new
physics can add larger contributions. It also provides very rich possibilities of what can be measured and there are
several layers of studies of those decays. Currently the most sensitive output from those studies is the measurement
of forward-backward asymmetry as a function of invariant mass of dimuon pair. To measure it, we use angle
of the positive muon in the dimuon rest frame and compare the number of events in forward and backward
direction. The forward-backward asymmetry can vary significantly depending on the new physics scenarios. The
first measurements from B-factories, shown in Fig. 12, provided some hints of a non-standard model physics
[64, 65]. Latest results from CDF [66] and LHCb [67] shown in Fig. 13 provide picture which is much more
consistent with the standard model.
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Fig. 11. Feynman diagrams for the decay B0→ K∗(892)µ+µ− in the standard model.
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FIG. 1: Di!erential branching fractions for the (a) K!!+!" and (b) K!+!" modes as a function

of q2. The two shaded regions are veto windows to reject J/"("#)X events. The solid curves show

the SM theoretical predictions with the minimum and maximum allowed form factors [16]. (c) and

(d) show the fit results for FL and AFB in K!!+!" as a function of q2, together with the solid

(dotted) curve representing the SM (C7 = !CSM
7 ) prediction [16]. (e) is the AI asymmetry as a

function of q2 for the K!!+!" (filled circles) and K!+!" (open circles) modes.

with the same final states, B " J/!K(!) with J/! " "+"". Other uncertainties such as
kaon and pion identification e!ciencies, fitting PDFs, background contamination from J/!
decays and charmless B decays, and the number of BB pairs are found to be small. The
total systematic uncertainties in the branching fractions for di"erent decay channels are
6.8%–12.2% and 5.2%–7.4% for the K!"+"" and K"+"" modes, respectively.

The main uncertainties for angular fits are propagated from the errors on the fixed nor-
malizations and FL, determined from Mbc–MK! and cos #K! fits, respectively. Fitting bias
and fitting PDFs are checked using large B " J/!K(!) and MC samples. The total un-
certainties for the FL and AFB fits depend on the q2 bin and range from 0.02–0.06 and
0.03–0.13, respectively. The systematic errors on ACP are assigned using the CP asymme-
try measured in sideband data without R and Rsl selections and are found to be 0.01–0.02.
The systematic error on RK(!) (AI) is determined by combining the uncertainties from lep-
ton (K/$) identification, R and Rsl selections, fitting PDFs and background contamination.
The uncertainty in AI from the assumption of equal production of B0B̄0 and B+B" pairs
is also considered. The correlated systematic errors among q2 bins are negligible for all the
measurements.

In summary, we report the di"erential branching fraction, isospin asymmetry, K! longi-
tudinal polarization and forward-backward asymmetry as functions of q2, as well as total
branching fractions, lepton flavor ratios, and CP asymmetries for B " K(!)"+"". These
results supersede our previous measurements [3] and are consistent with the latest BaBar
results [4, 20] with better precision. The di"erential branching fraction, lepton flavor ratios,
and K! polarization are consistent with the SM predictions. No significant CP asymmetry
is found in the study. The isospin asymmetry does not deviate significantly from the null
value. The AFB(q2) spectrum for B " K!"+"" decays tends to be shifted toward the pos-
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FIG. 2: K!!+!" fits: (a) low q2 mES, (b) high q2 mES, (c)
low q2 cos "K , (d) high q2 cos "K , (e) low q2 cos "!, (f) high
q2 cos "!; with combinatorial (dots) and peaking (long dash)
background, signal (short dash) and total (solid) fit distribu-
tions superimposed on the data points.

tion results of |CNP
10 | <! 10 [18]. Our results are consistent

with measurements by Belle [19], and replace the earlier
BABAR results in which only a lower limit on AFB was
set in the low q2 region [20].
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Fig. 12. Forward-backward asymmetry in the B0→ K∗(892)µ+µ− decay from Belle experiment (left) and BABAR (right)
as a function of dimuon invariant mass. Horizontal scale on both plots is same. The red (left) and blue (right) line shows

the standard model prediction with other lines depicting new physics.

Charm mixing and CP violation

Charm mixing and CP violation is from the physics point of view same as those topics in the B meson system.
The main difference is that as charm mesons contain up type quark, down type quarks are entering the mixing
box diagram. Thus charm mixing provides a complementary information to B mesons as it probes the coupling of
up type quarks to a new physics. Unfortunately theory predictions are much more difficult in the charm sector.
To understand the reason we can split mixing process to two parts, short distance part described by box diagram
similar to Fig. 3 and a long distance which happens through rescattering of hadronic final states. The rescattering
can be viewed as a decay of D0 meson to a final state common to D0 and D0 (e.g. π+π−) followed by the interaction
of final state particles and forming D0. While the long distance contribution exists also in the case of B mesons,
the short distance part is much larger there and thus the long distance part can be neglected. In the case of D
mesons situation is different as short distant part is very small. This is due to the GIM suppression of down and
strange quark contribution and the strong CKM suppression of bottom quark contribution. Given all this, also
oscillation is very slow. One thing which can be predicted with a reasonable confidence is practically zero CP
violation in the charm system with upper bounds in a region of 5× 10−3. This is also consequence of the strong
CKM suppression of bottom quark in the mixing box diagram.

Experimentally measurements are difficult as the oscillation frequency is very small and the lifetime difference
is non-zero but small as well. This requires to use huge statistics for measurements to reach decay times of order of
magnitude larger than the D0 lifetime. For the oscillation itself experiments use decays to CP eigenstates together
with decays D0→ Kπ. Three main measurements measure the lifetime difference by comparing lifetime in π+π−

or K+K− final states with a lifetime extracted in “flavour” specific final state K− π+ [68, 69], studying a time
dependent rate of decays D0 → K+π− (so called wrong sign events) [70, 71] and three body final states using
Dalitz plot analyses. Here we briefly discuss measurements using the wrong sign D0 decays.

In the decays D0→ K+π− we can measure ratio

RWS =
N(D0→ K+π−)

N(D0→ K−π+)
= e−Γt|Af |2

[
1 + λfy

′(Γt) +
|λf |2

4
(x′2 + y′2)

]
. (38)

In this expression we already performed Taylor expansion as the frequency is very small. The x′ and y′ are linear
combinations of the mass difference x = ∆m/Γ and the decay width difference y = ∆Γ/2Γ. The idea behind is
basically same as in the B mixing, but now decay to wrong sign is possible not only through mixing, but also
through a doubly Cabibbo suppressed diagram which is responsible for the 1 in brackets in above expression
and the second term which is interference between the mixing and the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay. To tag
flavour at the production time, experiments use D0 decays originating from D∗+ → D0π+ as the charge of the
pion tags flavour. Other difficulty in experiments is due to the B mesons production, which have charm mesons in
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Figure 4: AFB, FL and the differential branching fraction as a function of q2 in the six
Belle q2 bins. The theory predictions are described from Ref. [13].

8

Fig. 13. Forward-backward asymmetry in the B0→ K∗(892)µ+µ− decay from CDF (left) and LHCb (right) as a function
of dimuon invariant mass. The red line (left) and boxes (right) show the standard model prediction.

the decay chain as those would have typically misreconstructed decay time. Charm mesons coming from B decays
are typically removed by momentum requirements at B-factories and by study of impact parameters of charm
mesons at hadron machines. In Fig. 14 we show example of such measurement together with the world average
of all information on the D0 mixing.
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Fig. 14. Example of time dependence of RWS from the CDF experiment [71] (left) with blue line representing no mixing
hypothesis and the red line best fit. The combination of all D0 mixing results by HFAG group [72, 73] (right).

The CP violation in neutral charm mesons is usually measured by a time integrated analysis. While normally
the CP violation due to the interference of decays with and without mixing would cancel out as experiments
in this case see only very first part of the oscillation pattern, it remains accessible even after time integration.
Measurements are performed in decays to CP -eigenstate like π+π− or K+K− using flavour tagging by D∗±. The
measured asymmetry can be related to the physical CP violation as

ACP(h+h−) = adir
CP +

〈t〉
τ
aind
CP, (39)

where 〈t〉 is the average decay time of the sample and τ is the lifetime of the D0. Thanks to this, measurements with
different decay time acceptance are to some extend complementary as they allow to disentangle two contributions.
The most precise measurement up to now is from CDF experiment [74] with other measurements available from
Belle [75] and BABAR [76]. LHCb experiment has another complication as it prefers to produce particles over
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antiparticles and therefore they measure difference in the asymmetry between decays π+π− and K+K− which is
mainly sensitive to the direct CP violation [77]. None of the measurements sees significant signal yet with allowed
region being pushed to the area where it will be impossible to claim a new physics even with significant CP
violation being observed. A recent overview of existing results on charm mixing and CP violation can be found
in Ref. [78].

B+→ τ+ντ and global status of UT fit

The last decay we would like to discuss is decay B+ → τ+ντ . In the standard model its branching fraction is
given by

B =
G2
FmB

8π
m2
τ

(
1−

m2
τ

m2
B

)2

f2
B|Vub|2τB. (40)

Numerical prediction is (1.2±0.25)×10−4 and one can use measurements to either extract fB which parametrizes
hadronic physics or |Vub| if we take fB from theory. As the decay involves many neutrinos in the final state and
practically only single track from the τ decay, measurement is challenging and only possible at B-factories. To
perform the measurement, experiments reconstruct one B hadron (called tagging B) and a track which would be τ
daughter and then check that no other tracks or calorimeter clusters are within the event. Two principal methods
exist, the one called semileptonic tag uses semileptonic B decays [79, 80] and the other one called hadronic tag
uses fully reconstructed tagging B [81, 82]. Some details of how hadronic tag is reconstructed and selected in
upcoming Belle analysis are available in Ref. [83]. Both Belle and BABAR use both methods with results which
are consistent with each other. The extracted branching fraction is about 1.7 × 10−4 which is somewhat higher
than the standard model expectation. The results are often interpreted as constraints on the charged Higgs
boson, which would contribute in this case on the tree level and can effectively compete with the standard model
contribution.

The last point to touch is the global fit shown in Fig. 7. While general impression from there is that all
measurements fit together, there are some tensions in the fit. What usually can be done is removal of some input
and predict it from the global fit of remaining inputs which can be then compared to the experiment. Interestingly
enough, if branching fraction for B+→ τ+ντ or sin(2β) is removed from the fit, its quality improves significantly
by about 2.5σ. Also the branching fraction of B+ → τ+ντ is above the standard model prediction, which can
be interpreted as a hint of new physics or a hint on something we do not understand when we extract the Vub
CKM matrix element from other measurements. Together with this tension, also the CP violation in the kaon
system which enters as |εK | does not fully agree with the global fit. While none of those tensions is significant, it is
interesting to see whether its significance will increase with new data or diminish with next round of improvements
by experiments. Interesting discussion about those tensions is available in Ref. [22].

CONCLUSIONS

In these notes we attempted to provide short description of important points of the quark flavour physics.
We started from the early days of kaon physics and its puzzles, which lead to the development of standard
model with its quark mixing and Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism for the CP violation. The mechanism provided
good predictions, which could be tested by experiments and about 30 years after Kobayashi and Maskawa made
their proposal, the standard model was confirmed and they received Nobel Prize for the idea. With successful
confirmation of the standard model which we briefly discussed attention shifted to searches for a new physics.
In the area of search for new physics we made short description of the most important measurement and rather
than listing long list of results, we hopefully succeeded in providing the main ideas why given measurement is
important and how it is performed. To conclude on this part, we can say that while no significant signal of new
physics is present in today’s experimental results (except some tensions or results which needs confirmation and
not discussed here) room for a new physics with significant effects are still possible. Finally with high expectation
that new physics exists the flavour physics should play an important role in building theory which would become
the next standard model of particle physics.
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